Hepatitis C Virus Core Protein Is a Dimeric Alpha-Helical Protein Exhibiting Membrane Protein Features
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The building block of hepatitis C virus (HCV) nucleocapsid, the core protein, together with viral RNA, is composed of different domains involved in RNA binding and homo-oligomerization. The HCV core protein 1-169 (C$_{HCV}$169) and its N-terminal region from positions 1 to 117 (C$_{HCV}$117) were expressed in Escherichia coli and purified to homogeneity suitable for biochemical and biophysical characterizations. The overall conformation and the oligomeric properties of the resulting proteins C$_{HCV}$169 and C$_{HCV}$117 were investigated by using analytical centrifugation, circular dichroism, intrinsic fluorescence measurements, and limited proteolysis. Altogether, our results show that core protein (C$_{HCV}$169) behaves as a membranous protein and forms heterogeneous soluble micelle-like aggregates of high molecular weight in the absence of detergent. In contrast, it behaves, in the presence of mild detergent, as a soluble, well-folded, noncovalent dimer. Similar to findings observed for core proteins of HCV-related flaviviruses, the HCV core protein is essentially composed of α-helices (50%). In contrast, C$_{HCV}$117 is soluble and monodispersed in the absence of detergent but is unfolded. It appears that the folding of the highly basic domain from positions 2 to 117 (2-117 domain) depends on the presence of the 117-169 hydrophobic domain, which contains the structural determinants ensuring the binding of core with cellular membranes. Finally, our findings provide valuable information for further investigations on isolated core protein, as well as for attempts to reconstitute nucleocapsid particles in vitro.

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is a major cause of chronic hepatitis, liver cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma. It is estimated that 1% of the general population in Western Europe and North America and 380 million people globally are infected with HCV worldwide (19). A protective vaccine does not exist to date, and therapeutic options are still limited. HCV has been classified in the genus within the Flaviviridae family of viruses. It contains a 9.6-kb plus-strand RNA genome (10, 59, 70) composed of a 5′ noncoding region (5′ NCR), a long open reading frame (ORF) encoding a polyprotein precursor of about 3,000 amino acids (aa), and a 3′ NCR. The HCV polyprotein precursor is co- and posttranslationally processed by cellular and viral proteases to yield the mature structural and nonstructural (NS) proteins. The structural proteins include the core protein, which forms the viral nucleocapsid, and the envelope glycoproteins E1 and E2. They are separated from the NS proteins by the viroporin p7. The NS proteins include the NS3-2 autoprotease and the NS3 serine protease, an NTPase/RNA helicase located in the C-terminal two-thirds of NS3, the NS4A cofactor of NS3, the NS4B and NS5A proteins, and the NS5B RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (for reviews, see references 55 and 58). Interestingly, alternative reading frames (ARF) were recently identified in the HCV core region that has the potential to encode proteins designated ARFP or F (frameshift) proteins (3, 77, 83).

The HCV core protein is a highly basic, RNA-binding protein that presumably forms the viral nucleocapsid. The biochemical features of this protein have been relatively poorly characterized, and its structure is unknown. It is 191 aa in length and consists of three distinct predicted domains: an N-terminal two-thirds hydrophilic domain of 120 aa or so (named domain D1), a C-terminal one-third hydrophobic domain of 50 aa or so (named domain D2), and approximately the last 20 aa serving as the signal peptide of the downstream protein E1 (20, 21, 44). The domain D1 includes numerous positively charged amino acids and is mainly involved in RNA binding. Its N terminus contains immunodominant antigenic sites, and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) three-dimensional structure analysis has revealed a helix-loop-helix motif at amino acids 17 to 37 (see PDB entry 1CWX [M. Jolivet, M. F. Penin, P. Dalbon, L. Ladaviere, and X. Lacoux, patent application EP 1015481, WO 98/39360, 1997]). The hydrophobic domain D2 is responsible for core association with lipid droplets in mammalian cells and with endoplasmic reticulum membranes (1, 24, 47). The initial polyprotein cleavage generates the immature core protein (P23) that undergoes additional processing by the intramembrane-cleaving protease SPP (for signal peptide peptidase) (31, 45, 53). This yields mature core P21 whose C terminus is not precisely known but probably lies between residues 170 and 179 (27, 37, 45, 60, 84).

As the building block of the nucleocapsid, the core protein...
would be anticipated to undergo homo-oligomerization, as well as specific association with the viral RNA. Regions for homotypic interaction of core have been localized in sequences between residues 36 and 91 (42) and residues 82 and 102 (51). In contrast, no clear specific binding of core to HCV RNA sequences has been demonstrated (60). We recently reported that HCV core possesses nucleic acid chaperone properties similar to that reported for retroviral NC proteins (13). Little is known about the mechanisms of HCV nucleocapsid assembly. In vitro nucleocapsid reconstitution experiments with core segments from positions 1 to 124 or 1 to 179 and structured RNA molecules (domains of the HCV IRES or tRNA but not with the full-length HCV genome) have thus far yielded irregular particles larger than those isolated from infected subjects (34). More recently, it has been proposed that the first 79 N-terminal amino acids of core were sufficient for nucleocapsid formation in vitro (40).

Intriguingly, the core protein has been reported to interact with a variety of cellular proteins and to influence numerous host cell functions such as gene transcription, lipid metabolism, apoptosis and cell signaling (for reviews, see references 19, 44, and 57). Moreover, the core protein has been implicated in HCV-related steatosis (49) and carcinogenesis (48) in transgenic mice. It has been recently suggested that core protein drives liver injury in transgenic mice by increasing Fas-mediated apoptosis and liver infiltration of peripheral T cells (67). However, the relevance of all of these observations, derived mainly from heterologous overexpression experiments, for the natural course and pathogenesis of hepatitis C is currently unknown. A better understanding of the structural properties of core protein is essential to provide a framework for elucidation of HCV nucleocapsid assembly and to further evaluate the core molecular interactions with these numerous host compounds.

We describe here the cloning and expression in Escherichia coli of the region from positions 1 to 117 (1-117 region) and the 1-169 region of HCV core protein (1b genotype) fused with a C-terminal six-histidine tag and the subsequent analysis of the 1-117 region (1b genotype) and is in equilibrium between monomer and dimer forms. CHCV169 is essentially composed of α-helices (50%), whereas the CHCV117 is mainly unfolded. It appears that the folding of the 2-117 region is dependent on the presence of the 117-169 region, which contains a putative membrane-interacting domain. We provide here novel insights into the biochemistry and structure of the HCV core protein and provide a basis for further investigations, as well as for attempts to reconstitute HCV nucleocapsid particles in vitro.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein sequence analyses. Sequence analyses were performed using the IBCP HCV database website facilities (HCVDB; http://hepatitis.ibcp.fr) (11). The core protein sequence of the HCV H strain consensus cDNA (GenBank TM accession number AF09606) was used to retrieve all reported isolates from the EMBL/GenBank databases using the FASTA homology search program (54). Multiple sequence alignment of the final set of 414 nonredundant sequences of various genotypes was carried out with the CLUSTAL W program (75). The repertoire of residues at each amino acid sequence position and their frequency of observation were computed by using a large set of methods available at the HCVDB website, including DSC, HNWC, SIMPA96, SOMP, GOR4, PHD, and Predator. Various methods (TMHMM, PHDhtm, TopPred2, and DAS) were combined for the prediction of transmembrane sequences, as detailed previously (8). Hydrophobic cluster analysis (HCA) plots (18) were drawn by using the drawHCA program (http://www.lmpc.jussieu.fr/~soyer/www-hca/hca-form.html).

Plasmid construction and protein purification. Cloning, expression, and purification of HCV core protein 1 to 169 of (C HCV1-169) have been previously described (3). For the CHCV1-117 domain, a 351-bp fragment corresponding to aa 1 to 117 of HCV core protein, was amplified by PCR from sequence EMCL accession number D989872 encoded by the plasmid PCMV-980 (a gift from K. Shimotohno) and two specific primers containing a NdeI site or a PstI site, respectively. The NdeI-PstI fragment was cloned into the expression vector pT7-7, including a C-terminal His tag (12). As for CHCV1-169 (3), the resulting plasmid encoded CHCV1-117 polypeptide in fusion with a C-terminal LOH. HHHH sequence. Proteins were expressed from the resulting plasmids after transformation in the E. coli strain BL21 SI (Life Technologies) or classical BL21(DE3). Both strains are producing the T7 RNA polymerase, which is respectively induced by salt or by IPTG (isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside). Because of the processing of the N-terminal methionine (see Results), the expressed products were named CHCV1-169* and CHCV117*, the asterisk indicating the presence of the C-terminal His tag.

Escherichia coli BL21 SI transformants were grown at 37°C in LB medium without NaCl until the culture reached an optical density at 600 nm of 0.7. Expression was induced by adding NaCl to a final concentration of 200 mM, and incubation was continued for 3 h. The same procedure was used for E. coli BL21(DE3) except that induction was done with 1 mM IPTG. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 5,000 × g for 10 min at 4°C and resuspended in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and 100 U of benzoylase/ml. The cells were lysed by using a SLM-Amino French pressure cell press at 1,200 lb/in² and centrifuged at 30,000 × g for 30 min. In both cases the expressed protein was recovered in the pellet. The purification procedure used for CHCV117* was the same as previously described for CHC169* (3) with few modifications as described in Results. After the last step of high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) purification, proteins corresponding to the main peak were lyophilized and identified by mass spectrometry (MS) and N-terminal sequencing. Prior to lyophilization, the HPLC fractions were supplemented or not with a detergent (i.e., either n-dodecyl β-D-maltoside [DM], octaethylene glycol dodecylether [C12E8], or n-octyl-β-D-glucoside [OG]) to yield a final detergent concentration of 0.1% for a 1-mg/ml protein solution after solubilization of the lyophilisate in the appropriate buffer.

CD measurements. CD spectra were recorded on a Jobin-Yvon CD spectrometer calibrated with ammonium d-10-camphorsulfonate. Routinely, measurements were done at 25°C in a 0.02-cm-path-length quartz cuvettes (Hellma) with protein concentrations ranging from 10 to 30 μM in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) containing 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol. Spectra were recorded in the 180- to 250-nm wavelength range with 0.2-nm increments and 2-s integration times and averaged over four scans. The baseline-corrected spectra were smoothed by using a third-order least squared polynomial fit. Spectral units were changed in molar ellipticity per residue using protein concentration determined by amino acid analysis. Protein secondary structural content was estimated by using mainly the Vareselet method of spectral deconvolution with a basic set of 33 reference proteins of known secondary structure (28). Calculation was performed with Varesele program integrated in Jobin-Yvon (CDmax) and Anthreop (Dicroprot) processing softwares (15).

Analytical ultracentrifugation. CHCV169* was purified as described previously (3) by reversed-phase HPLC (RP-HPLC), which also allows the removal of DM. Known amounts of detergent (DM or C12E8) were added to CHC169* aliquot RP-HPLC fractions, and the detergent was cetylated with protein. Freeze-dried powder was dissolved with 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, and 1 mM DTT. The buffer volume was adjusted to obtain a protein concentration of 30 to 40 μM and a detergent concentration of 0.1% (i.e., 1.92 and 1.82 mM for DM and C12E8, respectively). Lower protein concentrations were obtained by dilution with the buffer supplemented with 0.1% DM or C12E8. Analytical ultracentrifugation was carried out at 20°C by using a Beckman Optima XL-I.
analytical ultracentrifuge equipped with an An-60 Ti four-hole rotor. Sedimentation velocity experiments were performed at 42 000 rpm using 400 μl of samples in two-channel 12-mm-path-length centerpiece. Absorbance scans were taken at 5-min intervals at 277 nm for more than 12 h. Sedimentation equilibrium experiments were performed at three concentrations for C_{12E8}\textsuperscript{169°} in the presence of C_{12E8} in 3- or 12-mm-path-length centerpieces. Radial scans of the Stern-Volmer relationship, where the static quenching is neglected (36), were automatically corrected with a rhodamine solution as standard in the reference channel. The protein concentration used was 0.1 mg/ml of protein solution (3). Data from equilibrium sedimentation were analyzed by using Sedphat and schuck’s programs sedfit (14) and sedphat (76). The two programs are available at http://www.AnalyticalULtracentrifugation.com. They use numerical solutions of the Lamm equation and allow the evaluation of time and radial systematic noise (62). Typically, a selection of 20 sedimentation profiles was analyzed with Sedfit, considering 200 discrete independent species, using a fractional radius of 1.2 and partial specific volumes of 0.77 and 0.8 ml/g for the proteins solubilized in the presence of DM and C_{12E8}, respectively, with sedimentation coefficients of between 0.2 and 10 S. Their sedimentation profiles were generated on a grid of 200 radial points and combined with a regularization procedure (confidence level of 0.7) to represent the experimental data as a continuous size distribution. The sedimentation of detergent-solubilized protein depends on the amount of bound detergent (71). The experimental sedimentation coefficients were compared to that calculated for a complex of fractional ratio α\textsuperscript{α} composed of Ni molecules of protein (P) and detergent (D) of molar masses M\textsubscript{P} and partial specific volumes ν\textsubscript{P} (being “P” or “D”):

\[
s = \frac{[N_P M_P (1 - \rho P) + N_D M_D (1 - \rho D)]}{[N_P \sigma_P (\rho P) - N_D \sigma_D (\rho D)]}
\]  

(1)

\( N_A \) is Avogadro’s number and \( R_\text{H}^\alpha \) is the minimum hydrodynamic radius for the nonhydrated complex: \( R_\text{H}^P = [3(N_P M_P \rho P + N_D M_D \rho D)]^{1/3}N_D \sigma_D (\rho_D) / 4\pi N_A \). In equation 1, we used a \( \alpha\textsuperscript{\alpha} \) value of 1.2, assuming a globular particle. More anisotropic shapes would correspond to larger values of \( s \).

Data from equilibrium sedimentation were analyzed by using Sedphat and considering a reversible self-associating system between monomers and dimers or a mixture of monomers and dimers.

**Fluorescence measurements.** Fluorescence measurements were performed at 25°C by using an SLM-Amino 8000C spectrofluorometer equipped with a 450-W xenon lamp (excitation and emission slits set to 4 nm). The excitation wavelength was set to 295 nm to limit fluorescence from tryptophan and aromatic amino acids. Emission spectra were collected from 315 to 380 nm. Both emission and excitation spectra were corrected for buffer blank, and the variations in the emission lamp power were automatically corrected with a rhodamine solution as standard in the reference channel. The protein concentration used was 0.1 μM, and the measurements were performed in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 1 mM DTT, 0.1% DM, and 10% glycerol (45). Absorbance detection was set at 214 nm. The scan range was set at 200 to 2,200. The peptides were sequenced by automatic Edman degradation using a Procise 492A liquid-phase sequencer (Applied Biosystems).

**Endoprotease Glu-C (V8) proteolysis.** Proteins were incubated with endoprotease Glu-C (enzyme/substrate ratio of 5:100 [wt/wt]) at 37°C in a buffer containing 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 1 mM DTT, 0.1% DM, and 10% glycerol. Aliquots were withdrawn at different times of incubation and subjected to 15% polyacrylamide Tricine gel (61) or LC/MS analysis.

**RESULTS**

**HCV core sequence analysis and design of expressed proteins.** The biochemical and biophysical characterizations of HCV core protein require the mature core protein. However, the precise position of the SPP cleavage site remain unknown but has been proposed to lay close to aa 172 or 179 (27, 37, 60, 84). To assess the putative SPP cleavage site and to identify significant structural features of core protein, sequence comparisons were performed to analyze the degree of amino acid conservation among different HCV isolates. In addition, the HCV core sequence has been compared to that of GB virus B (GBV-B), which is the most closely related of all animal viruses to HCV (66) and constitutes an attractive surrogate model for HCV study (4). Figure 1A shows the comparison of GBV-B core sequence with the amino acid repertoire of HCV core sequence deduced from the analysis of 414 HCV isolates of various genotypes. Five sequence stretches showing substantial similarities between both viruses were identified within rather well conserved segments of HCV sequences (boxed sequences). For the N-terminal region (positions 1 to 105 of HCV core), sequence similarities appear to be limited. In contrast, the region 106-167 of HCV including the hydrophobic domain D2 appears to be well conserved. Finally, apart the fact that they are mainly hydrophobic, the primary sequences of the signal peptide regions exhibited limited similarities. Sequence examination revealed that HCV core shares some characteristics of natively unfolded proteins such as long stretches of hydrophilic residues. In addition, sequence analysis using BLAST program revealed the presence of two low-complexity regions including residues 32 to 47 and 138 to 158. Furthermore, secondary structure predictions using a set of various methods showed obvious discrepancies in most of the few regions predicted to be structured (data not shown). Taken together, these features suggest that secondary structure prediction of core is globally poorly reliable and must be used with caution. To refine the comparison of HCV and GBV-B core sequences, we thus preferred to use HCA, which allows an overall appreciation of many structural features of proteins at a glance (7, 18). This two-dimensional representation of protein sequences (Fig. 1B) allows the detection of structural relationships between protein sequences sharing low levels of similarity.
FIG. 1. Sequence analysis of HCV core protein and comparison with GBV-B core protein. (A) Alignment of the amino acid sequences of the HCV and GBV-B core proteins. For HCV core, amino acids repertoire at each sequence position was deduced from the CLUSTAL W multiple alignments of 414 nonredundant core sequences of various genotypes (see Materials and Methods). Amino acids are listed in decreasing order of observed frequencies, from bottom to top. Amino acids observed at a given position in <1% of the sequences were not included. For GBV-B core (EMBL accession number U22304), no amino acid variability has been reported to date. Alignment of GBV-B core sequence with those of HCV core was done with the T-Coffee program (52; http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/TCoffee.html), which is more accurate than CLUSTAL W for sequences with low identity. This alignment is consistent with the results obtained using the Local Similarity Program SIM (26; http://www.expasy.org/tools/sim-prot.html). Identical, strongly conservative, and weakly conservative amino acid are indicated by asterisks, colons, and dots, respectively, according to CLUSTAL W convention (75). Note that the highest degree of conservation is indicated when the corresponding amino acid is present within HCV repertoire. Sequence stretches showing substantial similarities are boxed, and positions exhibiting identical or highly conserved residues are color shaded. Amino acid positions are indicated above the repertoire for HCV core and below the sequence for GBV-B core, respectively.

(B) HCA plots of the aligned domains of HCV core of genotype 1b (EMBL accession number D89872) and GBV-B core protein (EMBL accession number U22304). In these plots, the amino acid sequences are written vertically (with an angle of nearly 25° to the right) on a duplicated α-helical net, and the clusters formed by contiguous hydrophobic residues are boxed (7, 18). The standard one-letter code for amino acids is used except for proline, glycine, threonine, and serine, which are represented by stars, diamonds, open squares, and dotted squares, respectively, to highlight the particular structural features of these residues. Basic and acidic amino acids are in blue and red, respectively. The HCA multisequence alignments involve the visual analysis of hydrophobic cluster shapes, lengths, and distribution, along with an analysis of the strictly and strongly conserved residues. Color-shaded amino acid positions highlight the conserved sequence stretches corresponding to that indicated in panel A. Hydrophobic clusters and nonhydrophobic spacing sequences observed in the basic domains of HCV and GBV-B core proteins are denoted 1 to 5 and a to f, respectively.
sequence identity (typically <20% identity) by adding information on secondary structures to the comparison process. Indeed, hydrophobic clusters mainly correspond to the inner faces of regular secondary structures involved in the hydrophobic core of folded proteins (81). The corresponding clusters are much better conserved than sequences themselves and constitute signatures helping the comparison of remote sequences. The visualization of the hydrophobic clusters edges in HCA plots presented in Fig. 1B clearly highlight the structural limit between domains D1 and D2 of HCV core, as well as its counterpart in GBV-B (positions 118/119 and 86/87 for the HCV and GBV-B core proteins, respectively). Examination of HCV domain D1 reveals two hydrophobic clusters (clusters 2 and 4 in Fig. 1B) and three highly basic clusters (clusters 1, 3, and 5 in Fig. 1B) bearing potential nuclear localization signals. A similar of hydrophobic and basic clusters is observed in GBV-B domain D1, but both the hydrophobic clusters (clusters c and e) and the basic clusters (clusters b, d, and f) are shorter than in HCV. However, sequence similarities between HCV and GBV-B basic clusters 1 and b, 3 and d, and 5 and f point to a similar organization and features. In contrast, the equivalences between GBV-B and HCV hydrophobic clusters are less obvious. However, the various similarities between the hydrophobic/hydrophilic patterns and amino acid composition suggest that cluster 2 of HCV might correspond to the combination of clusters a and c of GBV-B, assuming that the basic cluster “b” corresponds to an insertion between these clusters, whereas its HCV counterpart (basic cluster 1) is located at the N terminus of HCV core. In summary, despite their differences in length and hydrophobic clusters location, the folding patterns of domains D1 of HCV and GBV-B core proteins are probably similar.

Concerning the domains D2 of HCV and GBV-B, HCA plots show that the hydrophobic clusters are comparable, which is in agreement with the sequence similarities detected in Fig. 1A. Interestingly, the high sequence homology observed between segment 154-167 in HCV and its counterpart 124-136 in GBV-B stops abruptly, indicating the end of this common structural element. Since the following 168-172 sequence Asn-Leu/Ile-Pro-Gly in HCV is almost fully conserved among the various genotypes, this short segment likely play an important role in HCV core. The Pro-Gly sequence 170-171 suggests the presence of a turn or a flexible junction, as expected for a limit between two secondary structure elements. There is no obvious counterpart in GBV-B, but the segment 139-141, including a glycine and a histidine, might play the same role. In contrast to these segment sequences that are specific for each virus, the sequence Ala-Thr-Gly is identical in HCV (aa 165 to 167) and GBV-B (aa 134 to 136), suggesting the same role in the capsid structure and/or maturation. Since this segment is also quite flexible and located at the end of a hydrophobic cluster, it is possible that it constitutes the structural end of domain D2. Overall, the limit of D2 domain seems to be within the segment 170-173, but it cannot be ruled out that the structural limit lay backward, i.e., within the fully conserved Ala-Thr-Gly sequence. In order to produce a HCV core protein that is structurally close to the mature form, we thus decided to overexpress the sequence 1-169, assuming that SPP cleavage site lay within segment 170-173. Although sequence 1-169 might not reflect the true mature core protein, it contains the essential structural elements that are necessary for proper core folding, including the hydrophobic residue leucine-169 that could participate to the domain D2 structure.

Efficient purification of core required the presence of a mild detergent. The recombinant C<sub>HCV</sub>117<sup>*</sup> was easily produced in the classical BL21(DE3) strain after induction by IPTG. In contrast, no production of C<sub>HCV</sub>169<sup>*</sup> was detected in this strain after induction by IPTG. This is likely due to a cloning selection of defective mutants as previously described for HCV core protein (17), which is known to be toxic for bacteria (23, 64, 68). Indeed, the T7 promoter is well known to allow the production of a low quantity of protein even without IPTG induction. For a toxic protein, this T7 promoter leakage favors the selection of mutated plasmids unable to express the protein. To overcome this difficulty, BL21(DE3)/pLysS strain, which efficiently represses the T7 promoter in the absence of IPTG, was used. However, the highest level of C<sub>HCV</sub>169<sup>*</sup> production was obtained by using BL21(DE3)/SI strain, allowing the tight control of T7 promoter in the absence of salt but the subsequent production of the protein upon induction with 0.2 M NaCl. It should be noted that bacterial growth was strongly reduced after salt induction, indicating the toxic nature of C<sub>HCV</sub>169<sup>*</sup> for E. coli.

Both recombinant C<sub>HCV</sub>117<sup>*</sup> and C<sub>HCV</sub>169<sup>*</sup> proteins were essentially found associated to the insoluble fraction after cell lysis. Solubilization of C<sub>HCV</sub>117<sup>*</sup> was easily reached with limited amount of urea (2 M) or Gdn-HCl (1.2 M), and its purification to homogeneity was reached after Ni-nitrolotriacetate acid (NTA) agarose chromatography and RP-HPLC steps, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (lanes 2 to 4). This requirement of chaotropic agent for solubilization of C<sub>HCV</sub>117<sup>*</sup> highly basic domain while it is soluble after purification suggests that in E. coli extract this domain was likely associated with nucleic acid aggregates via electrostatic interactions. C<sub>HCV</sub>169<sup>*</sup> solubilization from the cell insoluble fraction was only partially efficient with a high amount of either urea (6 to 8 M) or Gdn-HCl (6 M) alone, even under reducing conditions, and subsequent purification by Ni-NTA agarose chromatography was poorly efficient (data not shown). By exploring the subcellular localization of
C\textsubscript{HCV169*} to understand the origin of this poor solubilization efficiency with strong denaturating agents, we found that a significant amount of this protein was associated with the bacterium membrane fraction (data not shown). Interestingly, in this context, C\textsubscript{HCV169*} was efficiently solubilized by mild, non-ionic detergent such as DM without addition of chaotropic compounds. This behavior is typical of membrane protein and indicates that HCV core must be handled as a membrane protein. As a result, the addition of detergent (1% DM), together with 6 M urea, allowed the efficient solubilization of overproduced C\textsubscript{HCV169*} from the cell insoluble fraction.

Moreover, the presence of DM (0.1%) during the Ni-NTA agarose chromatography step was essential for the recovery of C\textsubscript{HCV169*} with a high yield. The subsequent step of RP-HPLC permitted the high purification of C\textsubscript{HCV169*} (Fig. 2, lane 8) and its separation from alternative forms of core protein due to frameshifting events described previously (3). After the RP-HPLC step, which also ensure the removal of the DM detergent, as well as any buffer compounds, the purified proteins were recovered by lyophilization. MS analysis of purified proteins gave a mass of 14,296 Da for C\textsubscript{HCV117*} and 19,421 Da for C\textsubscript{HCV169*}. These masses showed the removal of the N-terminal methionine that was also confirmed by amino-terminal sequencing (result not shown).

**Core protein behaves as a dimer in the presence of mild detergent.** The oligomerization state of C\textsubscript{HCV169*} was investigated by analytical centrifugation. The sedimentation velocity experiments were analyzed in terms of distribution of sedimentation coefficients, $c(s)$, which allowed a qualitative evaluation of the protein homogeneity and auto-association capability. For C\textsubscript{HCV169*} solubilized in aqueous buffer without detergent, the sedimentation profiles describe a heterogeneous population with sedimentation coefficient ranging from 20 to 100 S (Table 1 and data not shown). The major population is at 20 to 25 S, which would correspond to a molecular mass of 600 to 700 kDa, as long as a globular hydrated molecule is considered (the molecular mass would be larger if the oligomer exhibit an asymmetric form). This molecular mass indicates the association of a minimum of 30 to 35 monomers of C\textsubscript{HCV169*}.

We found that the addition of DM or C\textsubscript{12E8} detergents to the C\textsubscript{HCV169*} solution was poorly efficient to reduce the heterogeneity of the preparation. In contrast, the addition of either DM or C\textsubscript{12E8} in the RP-HPLC fractions of purified C\textsubscript{HCV169*} before the lyophilization step totally avoided the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conc (mM)</th>
<th>CHCV169* concn (µM)</th>
<th>CHCV169* concn (µM)</th>
<th>s (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.7 ± 2.4 (mean, 2.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 3.** Sedimentation velocity of C\textsubscript{HCV169*}: Experiments were done in 20 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, in the presence of 0.1% of DM (A panels) or C\textsubscript{12E8} (B panels). Panels A1 and B1 show a selection of experimental (dots) and fitted (line) profiles. In panels A1 and B1, the last profile corresponds, respectively, to 8 h 30 min and 11 h of sedimentation at 42,000 rpm and 20°C. Panels A2 and B2 show the superposition of differences between the experimental and fitted profiles. Panels A3 and B3 show the results of the analysis made in terms of a continuous distribution of species (see the text).
of C12E8 is close to null, equilibrium sedimentation experiments were done for three protein concentrations c (36, 16, or 6 μM) using either 3- or 12-mm-path-length cells (I) as indicated in the corresponding panels. The equilibrium sedimentation profiles were recorded for three rotor velocities (13,000, 16,000, and 22,000 rpm from top to bottom at the origin). The data analysis was made considering an monomer-dimer equilibrium and mass conservation for each channel; the protein concentration at each position in the cell was calculated from the optical density. The top panels show the experimental data (•), the fit (continuous lines), and the calculated invariant time independent noise (*); the differences between the experimental and modeled profiles (residuals) are reported in the corresponding bottom panels. The resulting value for the buoyancy molar mass is close to that expected for the monomer polypeptide (120%), and that for the dissociation constant is 50 μM.

The low dispersity of residuals (Fig. 3A2 and B2) reflects the good quality of the fit versus the experimental values. It should be mentioned that the analysis of analytical centrifugation data recorded in the presence of detergent is complicated by the fact that the amount of detergent bound to the studied protein is generally unknown, and thus several hypotheses must be considered (30, 80).

In the presence of 0.1% DM, C HCV169* migrates as a homogeneous species with a sedimentation coefficient of 3.1 ± 0.1 S (Fig. 3A3 and Table 1) whatever its concentration (9.2 to 34 μM). This s value is not compatible with a detergent-free monomer for which the s value would be below 2.13 S, whatever the shape of the protein. This 3.1 ± 0.1 S value is also not explained by a monomer interacting with DM since the binding of at least 70 molecules of DM per monomer would be required, a stoichiometry that is higher than the disposable DM in the sample of highest protein concentration (protein/DM molar ratio of 1:58). In contrast, the data are compatible with a compact globular dimer solvated by a minimum number of five molecules of DM.

In the presence of 0.1% C12E8, the sedimentation profiles show a symmetrical boundary with s values of 1.7 ± 0.1 S for 3.1 and 9.6 μM C HCV169*. At 31 μM protein, the c(s) plot shows an additional boundary at 2.4 S, yielding a mean s value of 2.1 S (Fig. 3B and Table 1). This indicates an auto-association equilibrium. The shape of the distribution profiles on Fig. 3B3 depends on different factors: the sedimentation coefficients of the species, the equilibrium constant, and the kinetics of the equilibrium. It cannot be said, for example, that the boundary at 2.4 S corresponds to a species. Since the buoyancy of C12E8 is close to null, equilibrium sedimentation experiments were performed in order to determine the stoichiometry of C HCV169* (Fig. 4). We analyzed globally the sedimentation equilibrium profiles obtained for C HCV169* concentrations of 6, 16, and 36 μM at the three angular velocities. The comparison between the experimental and fitted profiles using a model of a monomer-dimer equilibrium leads to a dissociation constant of 40 ± 10 μM, estimated from different fitting procedures. The quality of the fit, based on the residuals is, however, not excessively good, except when systematic time-independent noise is considered (Fig. 4). This could be related to some aging of DTT during the long equilibrium experiments. However, a mixture of monomer and dimer for each of the samples (allowing only a floating baseline) gave essentially the same description (Kd values of 30 and 50 μM for the two samples with the largest concentrations, the precision being very low for the 6 μM sample). The value of the dissociation constant corresponds to 90 and 50% of monomer for 3.1 and 31 μM C HCV169*, the minimum and maximum concentrations investigated in sedimentation velocity experiments. These percentages agree well with the results of the sedimentation velocity experiments (Table 1 and Fig. 3): at 31 μM the experimental s value of 1.7 S corresponds to that calculated for a monomer (<2 S) and at 31 μM, the mean value of 2.1 S is intermediate between that calculated for the monomer and the dimer (less than 3 S, whatever the shape and amounts of bound detergent). Because analytical centrifugation experiments required long time recording and could not be done in the absence of oxygen, all experiments were performed in the presence of DTT to prevent any unexpected oxidation of the single cysteine residue present in C HCV169* at position 128. In fact, the time-dependent disulfide bond formation experiments that we performed with C HCV169* under various conditions revealed that, in the presence of DM, Cys-128 remained re-
dissolved in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol, and 0.1% LPC (solid line) or 0.1% DM (dashed line). CHCV117* was dissolved in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4)–20 mM β-mercaptoethanol in the absence (dotted line) or in the presence of DM (dashed line). Note that the presence of LPC did not significantly modify CHCV117* spectrum recorded in the presence of DM (data not shown for clarity).
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**FIG. 5.** Far UV CD spectra of CHCV169* and CHCV117*. CHCV169* was dissolved in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol, and 0.1% LPC (solid line) or 0.1% DM (dashed line). CHCV117* was dissolved in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4)–20 mM β-mercaptoethanol in the absence (dotted line) or in the presence of DM (dashed line). Note that the presence of LPC did not significantly modify CHCV117* spectrum recorded in the presence of DM (data not shown for clarity).

increased, even in the absence of DTT and for incubation times as long as 40 h (results not shown). This indicates that the dimer observed in analytical centrifugation experiments performed in the presence of DM and DTT is not a covalent dimer.

**Core protein is an α-helical protein.** The content of secondary structures of CHCV117* and CHCV169* protein was investigated by CD. The CD spectrum of CHCV169* solubilized in the presence of LPC (Fig. 5) is typical of folded proteins, and its shape exhibiting a maximum around 192 nm and two minima around 208 and 222 nm indicates a dominance of α-helix conformation (82). Very similar spectra were obtained in the presence of mild detergents such as DM (Fig. 5) or C12E8 (not shown), although the intensity of spectra were slightly smaller, suggesting a better stabilization of CHCV169* folding in the presence of natural phospholipids. In the absence of detergent, CHCV169* yielded noisy CD spectra (especially below 205 nm), likely due to the presence of large oligomers, as revealed above by analytical centrifugation. However, the shape and intensity of this spectrum (not shown) were similar to those recorded for CHCV169* solubilized in the presence of LPC or detergents. This indicates that the detergent added to prevent the formation of aggregates had little effect on CHCV169* secondary structure. Because of the poor quality of CHCV169* spectra recorded in absence of detergent, its secondary structure content analysis was only performed on spectra recorded in the presence of detergents. About 50% of the α-helix content was estimated with any of the various CD deconvolution methods used. In addition, analysis by Varselec method (28) indicated the presence of a quite large amount of turn (30%), a finding in agreement with the high number of Pro and Gly residues. In contrast, the β-sheet content was very low (<3%), and other structures represent ca. 20%. The absence of β-sheet structure is a good indication that no aggregated protein was present in the corresponding CD samples.

Conversely to that observed for CHCV169*, the CD spectrum of CHCV117* (Fig. 5) shows a single negative band at 198 nm typical of polypeptide in random-coil conformation, while the spectral shape in the 210- to 240-nm region presents similarities to CD spectra of peptides exhibiting turn structures (82). The presence of DM or CHCV169* (not shown) had almost no effect on CHCV117*. Fittingly, Varselec analysis indicate a very low amount of α-helix and ca. 40 and 55% of turns and other structures, respectively. Even if we assume that the residue molar ellipticity at 222 nm is exclusively due to the α-helix, the α-helical content estimated according to the method of Chen et al. (9) does not exceed 10%. This large deficit in α-helix contrasts with the 50% helix content observed for CHCV169* and suggests that the C-terminal part of CHCV169* is mandatory to ensure and/or stabilize some α-helical folding in the 2-117 region. Indeed, the 50% helix content of CHCV117* indicates that about 84 residues are actually folded in α-helix. This amount is much higher than the 52 residues of the 118-169 region present in CHCV169*. These data also indicate that the 2-117 region does not constitute an independent structural domain since its folding appears to be dependent from the presence of the 118-169 region.

**The central tryptophan-rich region (region 76-107) is buried in core protein dimer.** The intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence is known to be very sensitive to a wide variety of environmental conditions and especially to a hydrophobic or hydrophilic environment. It is then currently used to probe the fold and the native conformation of a protein, as well as the accessibility of fluorophores. The intrinsic fluorescence of CHCV169* and CHCV117* is due to the five tryptophan residues clustered in the 76-107 region at positions 76, 83, 93, 96, and 107. The fluorescence excitation spectrum of CHCV169* and CHCV117* recorded in the presence of 0.1% DM exhibited a maximum near 280 nm (λₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑ), which is consistent with tryptophan fluorescence (not shown). Excitation at either 280 or 295 nm resulted in emission spectra with maxima at wavelengths of 336 nm (λₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑ) for CHCV169* and 346 nm (λₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑ) for CHCV117* (Fig. 6). Under denaturing conditions (6 M Gdn-HCl), the λₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑ of both proteins were unchanged, but their λₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑ were shifted to 350 nm (Fig. 6), indicating that all tryptophan residues become accessible to the solvent in these conditions. Indeed, this λₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑ value is close to that of the solute tryptophan model compound NATA (λₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑ of 355 nm) in the same conditions, whether 6 M Gdn-HCl was present or not (not shown). According to the Burnstein’s classification (5), the rather low λₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑ of 336 observed for CHCV169* under native conditions indicates that most of the Trp residues are in a hydrophilic environment, whereas the relatively high λₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑₑ of 346 nm for CHCV117* indicates a hydrophilic environment around the Trp. In other words, Trp residues seem to be buried in CHCV169*, whereas they appear to be exposed in CHCV117*. To better estimate the degree of accessibility of these tryptophan residues, fluorescence quenching experiments were carried out with iodide and acrylamide as quenching agents. Iodide is a large, polar anion that is considered to
have access only to surface tryptophan residues. Polar, non-ionic acrylamide has good access to all tryptophan residues but those buried into the hydrophobic core of proteins. As expected, a progressive decrease of fluorescence intensity was observed for increasing concentrations of the quenchers, with a greater efficiency of quenching with acrylamide than with iodide (result not shown). Modified Stern-Volmer plots (36) were used to determine the tryptophan-accessible fraction \( f_a \) and the quenching constant \( K_q \) for C_HCV117* and C_HCV169*, in the presence of either iodide or acrylamide. The corresponding data reported in Table 2 show that all of the tryptophan residues of C_HCV117* are accessible both to iodide and acrylamide (\( f_a = 1.0 \)), as is the case with NATA used as a control. These results are consistent with the CD results presented above showing that C_HCV117* is mainly unfolded under native conditions. In contrast, only a limited fraction of Trp residues of C_HCV169* were found accessible since the total fluorescence emission was partially quenched by iodide and acrylamide (\( f_a = 0.27 \) and 0.56, respectively). These values are consistent with an overall hydrophobic environment for most of the Trp residues, as previously deduced from the value of \( \lambda_{max} \) of 336 nm. As expected, denaturation of both C_HCV117* and C_HCV169* in 6 M Gdn-HCl rendered all Trp residues accessible to both iodide and acrylamide (\( f_a \) value of 1.0 [results not shown]). To check whether the addition of detergent could modify the accessibility of Trp residues to the quenchers, similar fluorescence studies have been done in the absence of 0.1% DM for C_HCV117*. We found that the accessible fraction of tryptophan residues to acrylamide was very close to that observed in the presence of 0.1% DM (\( f_a \) values of 0.93 and 1.0 in the absence and in the presence of DM, respectively), showing that the detergent is not able to mask Trp residue accessibility. Interestingly, in the case of C_HCV169*, the tryptophan residues were found to be clearly much more accessible to the quencher acrylamide than in the presence of detergent (\( f_a \) values of 0.88 instead of 0.56). This indicates that the environment and/or folding of the tryptophan-rich region is obviously different in the aggregated form of C_HCV169* compared to the monodispersed, dimeric form of C_HCV169* obtained in the presence of detergent.

### Table 2: Accessibility of tryptophan residues of C_HCV117* and C_HCV169* to quenchers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quencher</th>
<th>( C_{HCV117}^* )</th>
<th>( C_{HCV169}^* )</th>
<th>NATA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( K_q )</td>
<td>( f_a )</td>
<td>( K_q )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iodide</td>
<td>43.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrylamide</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 6. Fluorescence emission spectra of native and denaturated C_HCV169* and C_HCV117*. Emission spectra of C_HCV169* (thick line) and C_HCV117* (dashed line) were recorded in the presence of 0.1% DM as described in Materials and Methods. Emission spectra of unfolded C_HCV169* (thin line) and C_HCV117* (dotted line) were recorded after overnight incubation of the samples in 6 M Gdn-HCl.

FIG. 7. Cleavage pattern of C_HCV169* with endoproteinase Glu-C. C_HCV169* was treated with endoproteinase Glu-C as described in Materials and Methods and subjected to a 15% polyacrylamide Tricine gel electrophoresis (61). Lane 1, control C_HCV169*. Lanes 2 to 7 show C_HCV169*, digested during increasing lengths of time: lane 2, 5 min; lane 3, 15 min; lane 4, 30 min; lane 5, 1 h; lane 6, 2 h; and lane 7, 3 h.

The time course hydrolysis of C_HCV169* is illustrated in Fig. 7 by the SDS-PAGE analysis showing that numerous fragments appeared completely digested after 5 min of incubation, whereas one fragment was completely digested only after 2 h of incubation. Analysis by LC/MS allowed the identification of each fragments (data not shown). The cleavage after glutamate 54 and 72 was achieved very rapidly (<5 min), whereas the cleavage after glutamate 159 appeared much slower and complete cleavage after glutamate 89 was only achieved after 2 h of incubation. The degree of accessibility of glutamate residues can thus be ranged as follows: 54, 72 > 159 >> 89. These results indicate a compact fold in the tryptophan-rich region containing Glu 89, as well as in the C-Terminal region containing Glu 159 (i.e., domain 2). The same experiments made in the absence of detergent yielded similar results, but the kinetics of cleavage were about twofold slower (data not shown). This relative resistance of C_HCV169* to proteolysis in the absence versus presence of detergent was also observed.
with various proteases such as trypsin and chymotrypsin (data not shown). It is likely related to the aggregated nature of C<sub>HCV169</sub>* observed in the absence of detergent.

**DISCUSSION**

Structural analysis of core protein is essential to provide a framework for elucidation of HCV nucleocapsid assembly and for further understanding of the core molecular interactions with numerous host compounds involved in crucial metabolic pathways (19, 33, 44, 65, 74). Current knowledge of HCV core structural features is still limited. This is mainly due to the absence of an efficient system for HCV particles production and the difficulties in overproducing, purifying, and handling this protein, as well as to the uncertainties concerning the C-terminal end of its mature form. Analysis of core amino acid sequence and comparison with GBV-B core protein allowed us to design C<sub>HCV169</sub>* that is thought to contain the essential structural elements necessary for proper core folding. We show here that this protein exhibits membrane protein features and essentially assembles as dimers in the presence of mild detergents used to mimic the membrane environment, whereas it yields soluble aggregates in the absence of detergent. In addition, core protein exhibits an overall α-helical fold and the folding of its N-terminal domain D1 (region 2-117) is dependent on the presence of its C-terminal domain D2 (region 118-169).

**HCV core behaves as a membrane protein.** Several lines of evidence indicate that core protein behaves as a membrane protein. First, a large part of overexpressed C<sub>HCV169</sub>* was found to be associated with the bacterial membrane fraction and was easily solubilized after the addition of mild detergents, even in the absence of chaotropic agents (urea or Gdn-HCl). The presence of detergent also appeared to be essential during the Ni-NTA affinity chromatography step to avoid the aggregation had no detectable effect on its folding. Moreover, we found ca. 50% of other structures. The reason for this discrepancy might be the length of the protein studied (CHCV169 in the present study and C<sub>HCV179</sub> in the case of Kunkel an Watowitch). The prediction of two amphipathic α-helices in this domain by us and others (69) suggests that core membrane association could be mediated by in-plane amphipathic helices as we recently described for the HCV NS5A membrane anchor domain (56). Nevertheless, HCV core protein must be handled as a membrane protein, i.e., in the presence of detergent or lipids. The absence of membrane mimetic compounds leads to the formation of high molecular soluble aggregates as observed here and by others (35). The formation of these aggregates can be explained by intermolecular hydrophobic interactions of domains D2 yielding an overall hydrophobic core surrounded by a layer of highly charged, hydrophilic domains D1.

**HCV core is a dimeric α-helical protein.** Analytical centrifugation experiments in the presence of mild detergents avoid the formation of heterogeneous soluble aggregates and revealed that C<sub>HCV169</sub>* behaves as a dimer that can dissociate depending on the detergent. In DM, C<sub>HCV169</sub>* at 9 to 34 μM exhibits only one value of sedimentation coefficient corresponding to a dimer, whereas in C<sub>12C16</sub>, this value increases with the protein concentration. The sedimentation equilibrium experiments confirm the equilibrium between two forms, assigned to monomer and dimer, with a dissociation constant of ca. 40 μM. Since both detergents exhibit a C<sub>12</sub> hydrophobic tail, the monomer-dimer equilibrium differences should be due to the hydrophilic part of the detergent used. Compared to DM, it is possible that the long polyoxyethylene chain for C<sub>12C16</sub> interacts at the dimer interface and destabilizes the dimer formation. Whatever the explanation of this different behavior in DM and C<sub>12C16</sub>, C<sub>HCV169</sub>* dimer results from a noncovalent association. Indeed, the presence of detergent prevents intermolecular disulfide-bond formation, even in the absence of reducing compound.

CD analyses showed that C<sub>HCV117</sub>* is mainly unfolded, whereas the CD spectra of C<sub>HCV169</sub>* is typical of folded proteins and its deconvolution revealed a high content of α-helices (ca. 50%). These results first indicate that the D1 domain of the core protein is unstructured when isolated and that it is folded only in the presence of the D2 domain. This is in agreement with the findings of Kunkel and Watowitch (35) and strengthens the hypothesis of a heterotypic interaction between the N- and C-terminal domains of core (51). Regarding the relative content in secondary structures of C<sub>HCV169</sub>* our data are not in agreement with those reported by Kunkel and Watowitch for HCV179 (35). These authors found 16% α-helix, 29% β-sheet and turns, and 55% random coil, whereas we found ca. 50% α-helix, <3% β-sheet, 30% turn, and ca. 20% of other structures. The reason for this discrepancy might be the length of the protein studied (C<sub>HCV169</sub> in the present study and C<sub>HCV179</sub> in the case of Kunkel an Watowitch). Indeed, the additional 170-179 sequence, which is very hydrophobic, could induce and propagate aggregation along core protein and prevents its proper folding. In contrast, we showed by CD that the addition of detergent which prevents C<sub>HCV169</sub>* aggregation had no detectable effect on its folding. Moreover, the high α-helix content of C<sub>HCV169</sub>* is close to the 50% helix reported for core proteins of HCV-related yellow fever, dengue, and West Nile viruses from CD and NMR experiments (16, 29, 39). Altogether, these data indicate that the content in
secondary structures we measured for C\textsubscript{HCV169*} should be close to the native structure of the core protein.

Our fluorescence experiments revealed that the five Trp residues clustered in the center of the core sequence appeared buried in C\textsubscript{HCV169*}, as indicated by the rather low \( \chi_{\text{core}} \) (336 nm), the decrease of the \( K_w \) value in the presence of acrylamide compared to the value determined with NATA, and the only partial accessibility (\( f_s \)) of Trp residues to Iodide and acrylamide. These findings are not in agreement with that reported for HCV179, where the Trp residues were mainly observed exposed to the solvent (35) as we observed here for the unfolded C\textsubscript{HCV117*} domain. This again suggests that HVC179 is likely not properly folded due to the absence of a membrane mimetic environment. The high \( K_w \) value observed with C\textsubscript{HCV169*} in the presence of iodide is probably due to a secondary structures we measured for C\textsubscript{HCV169*} should be close to the native structure of the core protein.

Hepaciviruses core proteins are unique among the Flaviviridae. The results reported here clearly show that HCV core protein behaves as a dimeric \( \alpha \)-helical protein as was previously shown for other members of the Flaviviridae family such as yellow fever, dengue, and West Nile viruses (16, 29, 39). However, no detergent was required for the latter core proteins to keep them monodispersed in solution. Comparative amino acid sequence analysis from the three families of Flaviviridae (40) (i.e., Hepacivirus, Flavivirus, and Pestivirus) showed that core proteins from HCV and GBV-B are longer and contain a C-terminal hydrophobic domain. No such specialized domain required for membrane association is observed in the core proteins of flaviviruses, for which membrane association is mediated by an internal hydrophobic sequence (41). The three-dimensional structures of dengue and West Nile core proteins have been recently determined by NMR (16, 39). They are \( \alpha \)-helical and dimeric proteins in solution, with the basic residues lying along one face of the dimer, while conserved hydrophobic residues form a concave hydrophobic cleft on the opposite side. This asymmetry led the authors of those studies to propose that the base-rich side interacts with RNA, whereas the apolar opposite region interacts with the viral membrane. By analogy to dengue core protein three-dimensional structure and taking into account our findings, a similar topology could be assumed for HCV and GBV-B core proteins, with the highly basic domain D1 interacting with viral RNA, whereas the hydrophobic domain D2 interacted with the membrane. In addition, the interactions between domains D1 and D2 should allow the stable folding and the compactness of the core dimer. In summary, although the presence of the hydrophobic membrane-binding domain D2 in the hepacivirus core proteins makes them unique among Flaviviridae, their topology in nucleocapsids might be similar to that of flaviviruses and pestiviruses. However, domain D2 and its interaction with the membrane are expected to play a crucial role in the mechanism of nucleocapsid assembly.

Implications for viral particle assembly. Previous reports of nucleocapsid-like particles assembly from recombinant HCV core protein in vitro have shown that, in the presence of RNA with secondary structures such as the HCV internal ribosome entry site or tRNA, core protein assembles into particles that are heterogeneous in size and larger than the virus particles isolated from infected patients (34, 38). Moreover, no particle formation was observed in the presence of the full-length HCV RNA genome. However, neither lipids nor detergents were included in these reconstitution studies. Although the presence of detergent tends to reduce the heterogeneity of the reconstituted particles, we obtained similar data with our C\textsubscript{HCV169} preparation, indicating that the addition of detergent is not sufficient to allow an efficient reconstitution of HCV nucleocapsid (data not shown). More recently, it has been reported that the presence of the C-terminal transmembrane domain serving as a peptide signal for E1 was needed to generate particles in yeast cells (40). Furthermore, full-length core protein (region 1-191) was shown to assemble into nucleocapsid-like particles upon de novo synthesis in cell-free systems made of rabbit reticulocyte lysate or wheat germ extracts (32). These data support our findings showing the membrane binding properties of core protein and suggest that nucleocapsid reconstitution requires the attachment of core protein to a phospholipid layer as a template for proper nucleocapsid reconstitution. In addition, one can wonder whether at least a part of the hydrophobic sequence downstream position 169 of the core protein could play a role in core-lipid interaction and subsequent core multimerization. Further studies centered on in vitro reconstitution of HCV nucleocapsid should involve the mature core protein with the proper C terminus, which, however, remains to be identified. In addition, the presence of membrane-mimetic environment such as mild detergents or lipids appears to be a critical parameter that must be included in in vitro protocols of HCV nucleocapsid-like particles assembly. The basic building block of the HCV nucleocapsid is likely a dimer of core, which further oligomerize upon interaction with viral RNA. In the context of viral assembly into the cell, this process might take place in the vicinity of a membrane ensuring the interaction of core protein with the lipid bilayer by its putative amphipathic C-terminal binding domain D2 (possibly including a part of the downstream signal peptide sequence) and with RNA by its basic N-terminal domain D1. Consequently, the assembly pathway of HCV virions might not include a step of core preassembly prior to membrane budding, as reported for alphaviruses (50, 72, 73, 78, 79), but might proceed via coassembly at endoplasmic reticulum-derived membrane. Interestingly, such a mechanism of coassembly on membranes has been proposed for various retroviruses (see, for instance, references 2, 22, 43, and 85).
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